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Abstract. The problem of predicting image or video interestingness
from their low-level feature representations has received increasing inter-
est. As a highly subjective visual attribute, annotating the interesting-
ness value of training data for learning a prediction model is challenging.
To make the annotation less subjective and more reliable, recent studies
employ crowdsourcing tools to collect pairwise comparisons – relying on
majority voting to prune the annotation outliers/errors. In this paper,
we propose a more principled way to identify annotation outliers by for-
mulating the interestingness prediction task as a unified robust learning
to rank problem, tackling both the outlier detection and interestingness
prediction tasks jointly. Extensive experiments on both image and video
interestingness benchmark datasets demonstrate that our new approach
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art alternatives.
1 Introduction
The problem of automatically predicting if people would find an image or video
interesting has started to receive increasing attention [7, 16, 21]. Interestingness
prediction has a number of real-world applications. In particular, since the num-
ber of images and videos uploaded to the Internet is growing explosively, people
are increasingly relying on image/video search engines or recommendation tools
to select which ones to view. Given a query, ranking the retrieved data with
relevancy to the query based on the predicted interestingness would improve the
user satisfaction. Similarly user stickiness can be increased if a media-sharing
website such as YouTube can recommend videos that are both relevant and in-
teresting. Other applications such as web advertising and video summarisation
can also benefit.
Learning a computational model of how humans perceive interestingness is
however extremely challenging due to the following two reasons. First, what
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defines interestingness and what cues contribute to the human perception of
interestingness are still under investigation in psychophysics [39], cognitive sci-
ences [4] and recently computer vision [7, 16, 21]. Therefore current research in
computer vision on interestingness is primarily focused on designing relevant fea-
ture representations. Second, in order to predict interestingness from low-level
features, training data with labelled interestingness values are required. This is
problematic because as a highly subjective visual attribute, directly annotating
an interestingness value for a data point is unreliable, e.g. on a scale of 1 to 10,
10 being the most interesting, different people will have very different ideas on
what a scale 5 means for an image, especially without any common reference
point.
In order to obtain more reliable interestingness annotation and thus learn
better prediction models, recent studies [16, 21] propose to model interesting-
ness from human pairwise comparison data collected using crowdsourcing tools
such as Amazon Mechanic Turk (AMT). The annotation task is to select between
a pair of images or videos which one is more interesting. This is considered to be
a much easier task, resulting in more reliable annotations. However, this brings
about two new problems: (1) sparsity – the number of pairwise comparisons re-
quired is much bigger than for directly annotated interestingness values (there
are n2−n pairs give n data points); even with crowdsourcing tools, the annota-
tion will be sparse, i.e. not all pairs are compared and each pair is only compared
few times. (2) Outliers – it is well known that crowdsourced data are noisy [6,
43, 30]. Existing approaches [16, 21] solve the outlier problem by majority vot-
ing which requires multiple comparisons for each pair of data points; but its
effectiveness is severely limited by the sparsity of the data.
In this paper we propose a novel approach for predicting interestingness from
sparse and noisy pairwise comparison data. Different from existing approaches
which first remove outliers by majority voting, followed by regression [16] or
learning to rank [21], we formulate a unified robust learning to rank frame-
work to jointly solve both the outlier detection and interestingness prediction
problems. Critically, instead of detecting outliers locally and independently at
each pair by majority voting, our outlier detection method operates globally
integrating all local pairwise comparisons together to minimise a cost that cor-
responds to global inconsistency of ranking order. This enables us to identify
outliers that receive majority votes yet cause large global ranking inconsistency
and thus should be removed. Furthermore, as a global method, only one com-
parison per pair is required, therefore significantly reducing the data sparsity
problem compared to the conventional majority voting approach. Extensive ex-
periments on benchmark image and video interestingness datasets demonstrate
that our method significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art alternatives. In
addition, since interestingness is a special case of relative attributes, we also val-
idate our method on predicting more general image relative attributes for image
classification tasks.
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2 Related work
Predicting image and video interestingness Early efforts on image in-
terestingness prediction focus on different aspects than interestingness as such,
including image quality [22], memorability [19], and aesthetics [7]. These prop-
erties are related to interestingness but different. For instance, it is found that
memorability can have a low correlation with interestingness - people often re-
member things that they find uninteresting [16]. The work of Gygli et al [16] is
the first systematic study of image interestingness. It shows that three cues con-
tribute the most to interestingness: aesthetics, unusualness/novelty and general
preferences, the last of which refers to the fact that people in general find cer-
tain types of scenes more interesting than others, for example outdoor-natural
vs. indoor-manmade. Different features are then designed to represent these cues
as input to a prediction model. In comparison, video interestingness has received
much less attention, perhaps because it is even harder to understand its meaning
and contributing cues. [28] focuses on key frames so essentially treats it as an
image interestingness problem, whilst [21] is the first work that proposes bench-
mark video interestingness datasets and evaluates different features for video
interestingness prediction. In a broader sense of attributes [26, 11, 12, 27, 13] in-
terestingness can be considered as one type of relative attributes [35], although
those attributes, such as how smiling a person is, are much less subjective.
Computational models of interestingness Most earlier work casts the aes-
thetics or interestingness prediction problem as a regression problem [22, 7, 19,
28]. However, as discussed before, obtaining an absolute value of interestingness
for each data point is too subjective and affected too much by unknown personal
preference/social background to be reliable. Therefore the most recent two stud-
ies on image [16] and video [21] interestingness all collect pairwise comparison
data by crowdsourcing. Both use majority voting to remove outliers first. After
that the prediction models differ – [16] converts pairwise comparisons into an
absolute interestingness values and use a regression model, whilst [21] employs
rankSVM [3] to learn a ranking function, with the estimated ranking score of
an unseen video used as the interestingness prediction. We compare with both
approaches in our experiments and demonstrate that our unified robust learning
to rank approach is superior as we can remove better outliers – even if they
correspond to comparisons receiving majority votes – thanks to its global for-
mulation.
Learning from noisy crowdsourced data Beyond interesting prediction,
many large-scale computer vision problems rely on human intelligence tasks
(HIT) using crowdsourcing services, e.g. AMT (Amazon Mechanical Turk) to
collect annotations. Many studies [23, 40, 36, 30] highlight the necessity of vali-
dating the random or malicious labels/workers and give some filtering heuristics
for data collection. However, existing approaches to annotation noise are pri-
marily based on majority voting which requires a costly volume of redundant
annotations. Moreover, as a local (per-pair) inconsistency filtering method, it
has no effect on global inconsistency and even risks introducing additional in-
consistency due to the well-known Condorcet’s paradox [15].
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Robust Learning to rank Statistical ranking has been widely studied in
statistics [20, 10] and computer science [44, 45]. By aggregating pairwise local
rankings into a global ranking, methods such as Huber-LASSO [46, 18] have
the potential to be robust against local ranking noise [5, 31]. However, statis-
tical ranking only concerns the ranking of the observed/training data, but not
learning to predict unseen data by learning ranking functions. To learn such
ranking functions for applications such as interestingness prediction, a feature
representation of the data points must be used as model input in addition to
the local ranking orders. This is addressed in learning to rank which is widely
studied in machine learning [1, 29, 41, 2]. However, existing learning to rank work
does not explicitly model and remove outliers for robust learning: a critical is-
sue for learning from crowdsourced data in practice. In this work, for the first
time, we study the problem of robust learning to rank given extremely noisy and
sparse crowdsourced pairwise labels. We show both theoretically and experimen-
tally that by solving both the outlier detection and ranking estimation problems
jointly, we achieve better outlier detection than existing statistical ranking meth-
ods and better ranking prediction than existing learning to rank method such
as rankSVM without outlier detection.
Our contributions are threefold: (1) We propose a novel robust learning to
rank method for interestingness prediction from noisy and sparse pairwise com-
parison data. (2) For the first time, the problems of detecting outliers and
estimating ranking score are solved jointly in our unified framework. (3) We
demonstrate both theoretically and experimentally that our method is superior
to existing majority voting based methods as well as statistical ranking based
methods.
3 A Unified Robust Learning to Rank (URLR)
Framework
3.1 Problem statement
We aim to learn an interestingness prediction model from a set of sparse and
noisy pairwise comparisons, each comparison corresponding to a local rank-
ing between a pair of images or videos. Suppose our training set has I data
points/instances represented by a low-level feature matrix Φ =
[
φTi
]I
i=1
∈ RI×d,
where φi is a d-dimensional column feature vector for representing instance i.
The annotations or data labels are represented as an annotation matrix Y . In
particular, assume each pair of instances on average receive K votes by anno-
tators. We will have Y kij = 1 if the k-th vote indicates that instance i is more
interesting than instance j, and Y kji = 1 otherwise. The annotation matrix is
then constructed as Yij =
∑
k Y
k
ij . These pairwise comparisons can be naturally
represented by a directed graph G = (V,E) with node set V = {i}Ii=1 and edge
set E = {i→ j|Yij > 0}. That is, an edge i→ j exists if Yij > 0.
Given the training data Φ and Y , there are two tasks: (1) removing the
outliers in Y and (2) estimating an interestingness prediction function. In this
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work a linear function is considered due to its low computational complexity, that
is, given the low-level feature φx of a test instance x we use a linear function
f(x) = βTφx to predict its interestingness, where β is the coefficient weight
vector of the low-level feature φx. All formulations can be easily updated to use
a non-linear function.
Note that the annotation matrix Y is not symmetric – in an ideal case, one
hopes that the votes received on each pair are unanimous, e.g. Yij > 0 and
Yji = 0; but often there are disagreements, i.e. both Yij > 0 and Yji > 0.
Assuming both cannot be true simultaneously, one of them will be an outlier.
In this case, one is the majority and the other minority which will be pruned
by the majority voting method. This is why majority voting is a local outlier
detection method and requires as many votes per pair as possible to be effective
(the wisdom of a crowd).
3.2 Framework formulation
We propose to prune outliers globally. To this end, we introduce an unknown
variable γij for each element of Y which indicates whether Yij is an outlier.
We thus aim to estimate both γij for outlier detection and β for interestingness
prediction in a unified framework. Specifically, for each edge i → j ∈ E, Yij is
modelled as,
Yij = β
Tφi − βTφj + γij (1)
where γij ∈ R is a variable that indicates annotation outliers. For an edge
i→ j, if Yij is not an outlier, we expect βTφi − βTφj should be approximately
equal to Yij , therefore we have γij = 0. On the contrary, when the prediction
of βTφi − βTφj differs greatly from Yij , we can explain Yij as an outlier and
compensate for the discrepancy between the prediction and the annotation with
a nonzero value of γij . The only prior knowledge we have on γij is that it is a
sparse variable, i.e. in most cases γij = 0.
For the whole training set, Eq (1) is written in its matrix form
Y = CΦβ + Γ (2)
where Y = [Yij ], Γ = [γij ], and C is the incident matrix of the directed graph
G, where Cie = −1/1 if the edge e leaves/enters vertex i.
In order to estimate the I2+d unknown parameters (I2 for Γ and d for β), we
aim to minimise the discrepancy between the annotation Y and our prediction
CΦβ + Γ , as well as keeping the outlier estimation Γ sparse. To that end, we
put a l2−loss on the discrepancy and a l1− penalty on the outlier variables as a
regularisation measure. This gives us the following cost function:
min
β,Γ
1
2
‖Y − CΦβ − Γ‖22 + λ‖Γ‖1 (3)
:=
∑
i→j∈E
[
1
2
(Yij − γij − βTφi + βTφj)2 + λ|γij |
]
(4)
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where λ is a free parameter corresponding to the weight for the regularisation
term. With this cost function, our Unified Robust Learning to Rank (URLR)
framework identifies outliers globally by integrating all local pairwise comparison
together.
Figure 1(a) illustrates why our URLR framework is advantageous over the
local majority voting method for outlier detection. Assume there are five images
A− E with five pairs compared three time each, and the correct ranking order
of these 5 images in terms of interestingness is A < B < C < D < E. Figure
1(a) shows that among the five compared pairs, majority voting can successfully
identify four outlier cases: A > B, B > C, C > D, and D > E, but not the
fifth one E < A. However when considered globally, it is clear that E < A is an
outlier because if we have A < B < C < D < E, we can deduce A < E. Our
formulation can detect this tricky outlier. More specifically, if the estimated β
makes βTφA−βTφE > 0, it has a small local inconsistency cost for that minority
vote edge A → E. However, such β value will be ‘propagated’ to other images
by using the voting edges B → A, C → B, D → C, and E → D, which are
accumulated into much bigger global inconsistency with the annotation. This
makes our model detect E → A as an outlier, contrary to the majority voting
decision. In particular, the majority voting will introduce a loop comparison
A < B < C < D < E < A which is the well-known Condorcet’s paradox
[15]. We further give two more extreme cases in Fig. 1(b) and (c). Due to such
Condorcet’s paradox, in Fig. 1(b) the estimated β from majority voting is even
worse than that from all annotation pairs which at least save the right annotation
A → E. Furthermore, Fig. 1(c) shows that when each pair only receives votes
along one direction, majority voting will cease to work altogether, but our URLR
can still detect outliers by examining the global cost.
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Fig. 1. Better outlier detection can be achieved using our URLR framework than ma-
jority voting. Green arrows indicate correct annotations, while red arrows are outliers.
3.3 Problem decomposition
To solve Eq (3), we rewrite the cost function as,
L(β, Γ ) =
1
2
‖Y −Xβ − Γ‖22 + λ‖Γ‖1. (5)
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where X = CΦ. With ∂L∂β = 0, we have
βˆ = (XTX)†XT (Y − Γ ). (6)
The Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of XTX is equivalent to the limit of ridge
regression solution: (XTX)† = lim
µ→0
((XTX)T · (XTX)+µ1)−1(XTX)T , where 1
is the eye matrix. To avoid numerical instability in many practical applications,
we can replace the pseudo-inverse with ridge regression by setting µ > 0. The
standard solvers for Eq (6) will require O(I3) computational complexity. To
reduce the complexity, the Krylov iterative and algebraic multi-grid methods
[17] can be used.
Now plugging the solution of βˆ back into Eq (5) and defining the hat matrix
H = H(X) = X(XTX)−1XT , we have
Γˆ = arg min
Γ
‖Y − Γ −H(Y − Γ )‖22 + λ ‖ Γ ‖1 (7)
The first term in Eq (7) is L2− loss of the residuals of the observations Y − Γ
without the outliers Γ which is: r = Y − Γ − H(Y − Γ ) = (I − H)(Y − Γ ).
Interestingly, Eq (7) does not rely on the estimation of βˆ. We therefore can
now decompose the optimisation problem (5) into two intervening sub-problems:
outlier detection in (7) and estimation of β using (6).
3.4 Outlier detection by regularisation path
For outlier detection, we can further simplify Eq (7) by Singular Value Decom-
position (SVD),
X = UΣAT (8)
where U = [U1,U2] with U1 an orthogonal basis of the column space of X and A
is the conjugate transpose of U . Therefore, due to the orthogonality UTU = I
and U2X = 0, Eq (7) is now a standard Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection
Operator (LASSO) estimator [9],
Γˆ = arg min
Γ
‖UT2 Y − UT2 Γ‖22 + λ‖Γ‖1 (9)
Nevertheless, tuning the regularisation parameter λ is a notoriously difficult
problem. Especially in our URLR framework, the λ value directly decides the
ratio of outliers detected and the ratio is unknown. A number of methods for
determining λ exist, but none is suitable for our formulation: (1) some heuristics
rules like λ = 2.5σˆ 1 are popular in existing robust ranking models such as the
M-estimator [18]. However setting a constant λ value independent of dataset
is far from optimal because the ratio of outliers may vary for different crowd-
sourcing experiments. (2) Cross validation is also not applicable here because
each edge i → j is associated with a γij variable and any held-out edge i → j
1 σˆ is a Gaussian variance and is manually set by human prior knowledge.
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also corresponds to an unknown variable γij . As a result, cross validation can
only optimise part of the sparse variables while leaving those for the held-out
validation set undetermined. (3) The other alternatives e.g. Akaike information
criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) employ the relative
quality and likelihood functions of the statistical models as the criterion for pa-
rameter selections. These statistical criteria however have no direct connection
to the outliers pruned. Ideally λ should be a data-dependent parameter which
selects a cut-off value and corresponds to the pruning rate p as the portion of
the outliers among all comparisons.
This inspires us to sequentially consider all available solutions for all sparse
variables along the Regularisation Path (RP) by gradually decreasing the value of
the regularisation parameter λ from∞ to 0. Specifically, based on the piecewise-
linearity property of LASSO [9], RP can be efficiently computed by Least Angle
Regression (LARS [8]). When λ =∞, the regularisation parameter will strongly
penalise outlier detection: if any annotation is taken as an outlier, it will greatly
increase the value of the object function in Eq (9). When λ is changed from∞ to
0, LASSO2will first select the variable subset accounting for the highest variances
to the observations UT2 Y in Eq (9). These high variances should be assigned
higher priority to represent the nonzero elements3 of Γ of Eq (2), because Γ
compensates the discrepancy between annotation and prediction. Based on this
idea, we can order the edge set E by the λ values according to which nonzero
γij appears first when λ is decreased from ∞ to 0. In other words, if an edge
γij becomes nonzero at a larger λij value, it has a higher probability to be an
outlier. Following this order, we identify the top p% edge set Λp as the annotation
outliers. And its complementary set Λ1−p = E \ Λp are the inliers. Therefore,
the outcome of estimating Γ using Eq (9) is a binary outlier indication matrix
FΓ =
[
Fγij
]
:
Fγij =
{
1 i→ j ∈ Λ1−p
0 i→ j ∈ Λp
where each element Fγij indicates whether the corresponding edge i → j is an
outlier or not. With this matrix, β can be solved by
β = (XTX)†XT (Y  FΓ ) (10)
where  is the Hardmard product and FΓ =
[
Fγij
]
. The pseudo-code of learning
our URLR model is shown in Alg. 1. Note that it is very efficient to solve the
entire regularisation path by LARS: “roughly the same computational cost as a
single least square fit” (P438[33]).
2 For a thorough discussion from a statistical perspective, please read [9, 10, 8, 38].
3 This is related with LASSO for covariate selection in a graph. Please read [32] for
more details.
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Algorithm 1 Learning a unified robust learning to rank model
Input: A training dataset Φ with pairwise annotation Y and an outlier pruning rate
p%.
Output: Detection of outliers FΓ and prediction model parameter β.
1. Perform SVD on X using Eq (8);
2. Solve Eq (9) using Regularisation Path;
3. Take the top p% pairs as outliers and estimate the outlier indicator matrix FΓ ;
4. Compute β using Eq (10).
3.5 Theretoial advantage over Huber-LASSO
Our URLR framework is related to a widely used statistical ranking method –
Huber-LASSO [46, 14]. Huber-LASSO addresses estimating the robust ranking
of the training data rather than learning to predict the ranking of test data;
therefore only the annotation part of the training data Y is required, instead
of both Y and Φ in URLR. Specifically, given the annotation Y of the training
data, Huber-LASSO estimates the global ranking order θ by
θˆ = minθ
1
2
‖Y − Cθ − Γ‖22 + λ ‖ Γ ‖1 (11)
:=
∑
(i,j)∈E
[
1
2
(Yij − γij − θi + θj)2 + λ|γij |
]
where θi is the ranking score for instance i. Eq (11) is studied in [46, 14] and
is proved to be equivalent to the robust regression problem with Huber’s loss
function [18]. This is why it is called Huber-LASSO4.
Our URLR model can be seen as an extension of Huber-LASSO for the
ability to predict interestingness. It introduces the prediction model parameter
β estimated as βˆ = Φ†θˆ. But this is not the most critical difference – one could
still use Huber-LASSO to remove outliers and then use the same Eq (10) to
estimate β. The more important difference is that URLR can better identify
outliers, especially for sparse graphs. More specifically, to solve Eq (11), a similar
formulation as Eq (9) can be used, solved by the same regularisation path method
as in URLR. However, instead of SVD decomposing X in Eq (8), for Huber-
LASSO, the matrix C is decomposed. This means the solution space of Eq (11)
is dim(Γ ) = |E| − I + 1 where |E| is the number of pairs compared and I is the
number of graph nodes, i.e. training images or videos. Given a sparse dataset,
this space is very small. In contrast, URLR enlarges dim(Γ ) by including the
subspace of original node space orthogonal to the feature space (Eq (9)). This
means the solution space of Eq (9) is dim(Γ ) ≈ |E| − d. When the feature
dimension d is smaller than the number of images/videos I, the dimension of
the solution space of Γ for URLR is higher than that of Huber-LASSO, leading
to better outlier detection capability. Typically, we have d < I in a large dataset;
however if not, it can be made so by reducing the feature dimension.
4 Note that broadly speaking, our method is still a special case of Huber-LASSO.
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4 Experiments
Datasets We conduct experiments on two image and video interestingness
datasets and two relative image attribute datasets5. These datasets are sum-
marised in Table 1. The image interestingness dataset was first introduced in
[19] for studying memorability. It was later re-annotated as an image interest-
ingness dataset by [16]. It consists of 2222 images, each represented as a 932
dimensional feature vector as in [16]. 16000 pairwise comparisons were collected
by [16] using AMT and are used as annotation.
The video interestingness dataset is the YouTube interestingness dataset in-
troduced in [21], which contains 14 different categories, each of which has 30
YouTube videos. 10 ∼ 15 annotators were asked to give complete interesting
comparisons for all the videos in each category. So the original annotation is
noisy but not sparse. We use bag-of-words of Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) and Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) as the feature represen-
tation which are shown to be effective in [21] for predicting video interestingness.
We also carry out experiments on two relative attributes datasets –PubFig
[25] and Scene [34] to test our URLR model’s ability to predict other more gen-
eral relative visual attributes. PubFig and Scene considered 11 (‘smiling’, ‘round
face’, etc.) and 6 (‘openness’, ‘natural’ etc.) relative attributes respectively. Pair-
wise attribute annotation was collected by AMT [24]. Each pair was annotated
by 5 crowdsourced workers. Gist and colour histograms features are used for
PubFig, and Gist alone for Scene. Each image also belongs to a class (celebrity
or scene type). These two datasets were designed for classification, with attribute
scores as the representation, so the classification accuracy is determined by the
attribute prediction accuracy.
Dataset No. of pairs No. img/video Feature Dim. No. class
Image Int.[19] 16000 2222 932(150) 1
Video Int. [21] 60000 420 1000(60) 14
PubFig [25, 24] 2616 772 557(100) 8
Scene [34, 24] 1378 2688 512(100) 8
Table 1. Dataset summary. We use the original features to learn the ranking model in
Eq (10) and reduce the feature dimension (values in brackets) using KPCA to improve
outlier detection in Eq (9) by enlarging the solution space (see Sec. 3.5).
Evaluation metrics For the image and video interestingness dataset, Kendall
tau rank distance is employed to measure the rank correlation between the pre-
dicted ranking order and the ground truth ranking of unseen test data provided
by [16] and [21] respectively6. Higher Kendall tau rank distance means lower
5 All code and features are downloadable from Yanwei’s website:
http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/ yf300/ranking/
6 Recent statistical theories [37, 20] show that the dense human annotations collected
in [16] and [21] can give a reasonable approximation of ground truth for interesting-
ness.
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quality of the ranking order predicted. For the scene and pubfig image dataset,
the relative attributes are very sparsely collected and their prediction perfor-
mance can only be evaluated indirectly by image classification accuracy with
the predicted relative attributes as image representation.
Competitors We compare our method (URLR) with four competitors. (1)
Jiang et al. [21]: this method uses majority voting for outlier pruning and
rankSVM for learning to rank. (2) Gygli et al. [16]: this method also first re-
moves outliers by majority voting. After that, the fraction of selections by the
pairwise comparisons for each data point is used as an absolute interestingness
score and a regression model is then learned for prediction. (3) Huber-LASSO :
this is a statistical ranking method that performs outlier detection as described
in Sec. 3.5, followed by estimating β using Eq (10). (4) Raw : This is our URLR
model without outlier detection, that is, all annotations are used to estimate β.
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Fig. 2. Image interestingness prediction performance. Lower is better.
4.1 Image interestingness prediction
Experimental settings For this experiment, we randomly select 1000 images
for training and the remaining 1222 are used for testing. All the experiments are
repeated 10 times to reduce variance. The pruning rate p is set to 20%. We also
vary the number of annotated pairs used to test how well each compared method
copes with increasing annotation sparsity.
Comparative results The results are shown in Fig. 2 (a). It shows clearly
that our URLR significantly outperforms the four alternatives for a wide range
of annotation density. This validates the effectiveness of our method. In particu-
lar, the improvement over Jiang et al. [21] and Gygli et al. [16] demonstrates the
superior outlier detection ability of URLR. URLR is superior to Huber-LASSO
because the joint outlier detection and ranking estimation framework of URLR
enables the enlargement of the solution space of Eq (9), resulting in better out-
lier detection performance. The performance of Gygli et al. [16] is the worst
among all methods compared, particularly so given sparser annotation. This is
not surprising – in order to get an reliable absolute interestingness value, dozens
or even hundreds of comparisons per image are required, a condition not met by
this dataset. The estimated value becomes less reliable given sparser annotations,
explaining the worse relative performance. The performance of Huber-LASSO is
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also better than Jiang et al. [21] and Gygli et al. suggesting even a weaker global
outlier detection approach is better then the majority voting based local one.
Interestingly even the baseline method Raw gives a comparable result to Jiang
et al. [21] and Gygli et al. [16] which suggests that just using all annotations
without discrimination in a global cost function Eq (5) is as effective as majority
voting.
Fig. 2 (b) evaluates how the performances of URLR and Huber-LASSO are
affected by the pruning rate p. It can be seen that the performance of URLR is
improving with an increasing pruning rate. This means that our URLR can keep
on detecting true positive outliers. The gap between URLR and Huber-LASSO
gets bigger when more comparisons are pruned showing Huber-LASSO stops
detecting outliers much earlier on.
4.2 Video Interestingness prediction
Experimental settings Because comparing videos across different categories
is not very meaningful, we follow the same settings as in [21] and only compare
the interestingness of videos within the same category. Specifically, we use 20
videos and their paired comparison for training and the remaining 10 videos for
testing. The experiments are repeated for 10 rounds and the averaged results are
reported. We use rankSVM with χ2 kernel which is approximated by additive
kernel of explicit feature mapping [42]. Kendall tau rank distance is used, and
we find that the same results are obtained if the prediction accuracy used in [21]
is used instead. The pruning rate is again set to 20%.
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Fig. 3. Video interestingness prediction results.
Comparative Results The results of video interestingness prediction are
shown in Fig 3. Fig. 3(a) compares different methods given varying amounts
of annotations, and Fig. 3(b) shows the per category performance. The results
show that all the observations we had for the image interestingness prediction
experiment still hold here, and across all categories. However in general the gaps
between our URLR and the alternatives are smaller as this dataset is densely
annotated. In particular the performance of Huber-LASSO is much closer to our
URLR now. This is because, as explained in Sec. 3.5, the advantage of URLR
over Huber-LASSO is stronger when |E| is close to I. Given a dense pairwise
annotation |E| is much greater than I and the effect of enlarging the solution
space diminishes.
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4.3 Relative attributes prediction for image classification
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Fig. 4. Relative attribute performance evaluated indirectly as image classification rate
(chance = 0.125).
Experimental Settings We evaluate image classification with relative at-
tributes as representation on the PubFig and Scene datasets under two settings:
multi-class classification where samples from all classes are available for training
and zero-shot transfer learning where one class is held out during training (a
different class is used in each trial with the result averaged). Our experiment
setting is similar to that in [35], except that image-level, rather than class-level
pairwise comparisons are used. Two variations of the setting are used:
– Orig: The original setting with the pairwise annotations is used as they are.
– Orig+synth: By visual inspection, there are limited annotation outliers in
these datasets, perhaps because the relative attributes are less subjective
compared to interestingness. To simulate more challenging situations, we
randomly add 150 random comparison for each attribute, many of which
would correspond to outliers. This will lead to around 20% extra outliers.
The pruning rate is set to 7% for original dataset (Orig) and 27% for dataset
with additional outliers inserted for all attributes of both datasets (Orig+synth).
Comparative Results Without the ground truth of relative attribute val-
ues, different models are evaluated indirectly via image classification accuracy
in Fig. 4. Note that the method of Gygli et al. [16] is not compared here as the
annotation is too sparse for it to learn a meaningful model. The following obser-
vations can be made: (1) Our URLR always outperforms Huber-LASSO, maj-
voting (Jiang) and Raw for all experiment settings. The improvement is more
significant when the data contain more errors (Orig+synth). (2) The performance
of other methods is in general consistent to what we observed in the image and
video interestingness experiments: Huber-LASSO is better than majority voting
(Jiang et al. [21]) and Raw often gives better results than majority voting too.
(3) It is noted that for PubFig, Jiang et al. [21] is better than Raw given more
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outliers, but it is not the case for Scene. This is probably because the annotators
are more familiar with the celebrity faces in PubFig hence their attributes than
those in Scene. Consequently there should be more subjective/intentional errors
for Scene, causing majority voting to choose wrong local ranking orders (e.g. not
many people are sure how to compare the relative values of the ‘diagonal plane’
attribute for two images). These majority voting + outlier cases can only be
rectified by using a global approach such as our URLR, even the Huber-LASSO
method to a certain extent.
Smiling Smiling
ChubbyYoung
Diagonal Plane Nature
Natural Size-large
Smiling
Male
Nature
Size-large
Failure casesSucess cases
Fig. 5. Qualitative results on image relative attribute prediction.
Qualitative Results Figure 5 gives some examples of the pruned pairs for
both datasets using URLR. In the success cases, the left images were (incorrectly)
annotated to have more of the attribute than the right ones. However, they
are either wrong or too ambiguous to give consistent answers, and as such are
detrimental to learning to rank. A number of failure cases (false positive pairs
identified by URLR) are also shown. Some of them are caused by unique view
point (e.g. Hugh Laurie’s mouth is not visible, so it is hard to tell who smiles
more; the building and the street scene are too zoomed in compared to most
other samples); others are caused by the weak feature representation, e.g. in the
‘male’ attribute example, the colour and Gist features are not discriminative
enough for judging which of the two men has more ‘male’ attribute.
5 Conclusions
We have proposed a novel unified robust learning to rank (URLR) framework for
predicting image and video interestingness. The key advantage of our method
over the existing majority voting based approaches is that we can detect outliers
globally by minimising a global ranking inconsistency cost. The joint outlier de-
tection and ranking estimation formulation also provides our model with an ad-
vantage over the conventional statistical ranking methods such as Huber-LASSO
for outlier detection. The effectiveness of our model in comparison with state-
of-the-art alternatives has been validated using image and video interestingness
datasets. Further, it is generally applicable to other relative attribute predic-
tion tasks as demonstrated by our relative attribute based image classification
experiments.
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